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CAVEATS  
[Muir E., Lojkasek M. and Cohen N. 1999©1] 

 
Watch, Wait, and Wonder, whether applied in the relatively rigorous form we will be 
learning over the next 3 days or as an approach; if appropriately used can be a great 
therapeutic tool. 
 
• On the face of it the Watch Wait and Wonder intervention appears to be a 

relatively uncomplicated procedure, however it is, if done properly, quite difficult. 
  

• “This is because we ask of the practitioner or clinician that they adopt the same 
WWW posture in respect of the mother / father and infant / child as we ask of the 
parent. It is only as one embarks on WWW with the pair with whom we are 
working that one comes to grips with exactly what it is we are asking of the parent 
and how truly difficult it can be.”  

 
• Because of this difficulty clinicians are tempted to modify their approach;  

• to become more talkative,  
• to start giving advice, 
• to make their own observations overshadowing the observations of the 

parents, 
• to allow the parent to persistently take charge 

• This can result in an intervention that ceases to be the Watch, Wait, and Wonder 
Intervention 

• It is very likely that at this point the clinician and the parent declare that the WWW 
doesn’t work…which would be a misrepresentation of the Intervention 
  

It is important that the clinical situation is known well – that is, a full assessment and 
formulation has been completed before contracting / prescribing any intervention 
including the Watch Wait and Wonder intervention. 
 
Attend to the known contra-indications for intervening with WWW [Manual and 
discussed during the Introductory Training].  
 
‘The Watch, Wait, and Wonder posture is best exemplified by the psychotherapeutic 
or psychoanalytic training posture.’  Supervision is necessary to support learning the 
WWW intervention, and amongst other requirements the supervisor needs to have 
had a psychotherapy training. 
 
The approach may not / will not suit all clinicians and some may just apply some of 
the principles to their work but would clearly not be doing the Watch, Wait, and 
Wonder Intervention.  
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